  
different tools in a design-flow, ii) third
party tool integration such as Xilinx ISETM
for synthesis and gprof for performance

profiling, and iii) seamless refinement of
requirements down to design through the
concept of aspect-design patterns-templates.

Overall, the toolchain allows customization
according to the design target.
The input to our toolchain consists of:
1) user-provided functional application
code in a high-level language (C or MATLAB)
and 2) user-provided non-functional
requirements and cross-cutting concerns
captured using the LARA language for
compilation and synthesis onto target
multi-core reconfigurable architectures.
The toolchain automatically generates a
specific hardware/software implementation
and can engage in design-space exploration
that is controlled by the user using LARAspecified strategies.
The REFLECT project partners are organizing
a Fall school for demonstration and training
sessions dedicated to the REFLECT design
flow. More information about this event is
available through our project web page.

_________

MULTIPARTES 2012 ADVISORY BOARD GATHERED RELEVANT
EUROPEAN STAKEHOLDERS FROM ACADEMIA AND INDUSTRY
Enabling significant cost reduction by hypervisor virtualization for multicore
Project title
MULTIPARTES (MULTI-cores
PARtitioning for Trusted Embedded
Systems)
Project coordinator:
Dr. Salvador Trujillo
IK4-IKERLAN, Spain

Partners:
• IK4-IKERLAN, Spain
• ALSTOM WIND, Spain
• FentISS, Spain
• Technische Universität Wien, Austria
• TELETEL, Greece
• TRIALOG, France
• Universitat Politècnica de
València, Spain
• Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid, Spain
• Visual Tools, Spain
Project website:
http://www.multipartes.eu/
Project start date:
September 2011
Duration:
36 months

The MultiPARTES FP7 project aims to define
a comprehensive approach to mixed-criticality systems engineering, based on
hypervisors as the mechanism for multicore virtualization in industrial applications. The goal is to reduce cost by 25% and
improve computation capability in terms
of performance, while ensuring maximum
reliability and other criteria (e.g. reduce
energy consumption and volume, reduce
wires and connectors).
With the purpose of providing advice and
guidance to the project, a group of experts
gathered on July 18th at the first MultiPARTES Advisory Board meeting. The
School of Engineering at Bilbao (Spain)
hosted a fruitful discussion on the research
work developed by the project so far.
Different viewpoints were presented, each
sharing their scientific, technological or
market perspective and knowledge.

Advisory Board members during AB session
in Bilbao (from left to right): Mr. Farrall,
Mr. Zulianello, Dr. Haugen and Prof. Marcos
The Advisory Board members are Dr.
Guillem Bernat (Rapita Systems, UK),
Dr. Tasos Dagiuklas (Univ. Messolonghi,
Greece), Mr. Patrick Leteinturier (Infineon
Technologies, Germany), Mr. Glenn Farrall
(Infineon, UK), Prof. Marga Marcos (Univ.
Basque Country, Spain), Dr. Michael
Paulitsch (EADS, Germany), Dr. Øystein
Haugen (SINTEF, Norway) and Mr. Marco
Zulianello (ESA, Netherlands). The AB
members have diverse expertise, including certification, multicore hardware,
modelling languages, verification and
validation for embedded systems (further
details on AB members is available at
multipartes.eu). This diversity guaranteed
that all views were considered and future
impacts were anticipated, especially in
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the automotive, semiconductor and aerospace sectors.
Modern embedded applications typically
integrate a multitude of functionalities
with potentially different criticality levels
into a single system. The Automotive

industry is a key example. A modern vehicle
involves more than fifty control systems
such as braking, motor control, entertainment, and navigation. Each system has a
specific purpose and specific hardware
and software to achieve it. Integrating all
into one multicore platform will result in a

MultiPARTES: From single cores to Multi/Many-core

significant reduction in the occupied space,
energy consumption and hardware cost.
Without appropriate preconditions, the
integration of mixed-criticality subsystems can lead to a significant and potentially unacceptable increase in certification
efforts. The approach of MultiPARTES is to
avoid the increased validation and certification effort by incorporating mechanisms
that establish multiple partitions with
strict temporal and spatial separation. In
this approach, subsystems with different
levels of criticality can be placed in different partitions and can be verified and validated in isolation.
MultiPARTES is partially funded by the EU
FP7 program with 2.85 million euros, and it
has a total budget of over four million
euros. This research work will contribute to
strengthening the leadership and excellence of Europe in the development of
systems and tools for the engineering of
dependable multicore embedded systems.
More info at:
http://twitter.com/#!/FP7MultiPARTES
http://www.youtube.com/user/FP7MultiPARTES

_________

FP7 EU-INCOOP PROJECT: FOSTERING EU- INDIA COOPERATION
IN COMPUTING SYSTEMS
Supporting EU 's leading position in computing systems while ensuring mutual benefits to both EU and India
Project title:
EU-INCOOP (EU-INdia Fostering
COOPeration in Computing
Technologies)

Project coordinator:
Dr. Sotiris Ioannidis, FORTH, Greece

Project Partners:
• FORTH, Greece
• KYOS SARL, Switzerland
• The Open Group
• Interactive Technology, Software and
Media Association (ITSMA), India
• Centre for Development of
Advanced Computing (C-DAC), India
• Indian Institute of Science
Project website:
www.euincoop.eu

Project start date: 1st October 2011
Project duration: 24 months
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The project aims to further existing cooperation and bolster future cooperation
through a series of activities spanning
from identification of common priorities
between the two regions. The project
further endeavours to bring out a joint
research roadmap to jump start cooperation in a few priority areas and to make
recommendations to both governments
on topics for sustained cooperation. India
has an approved plan of 1 billion dollars to
invest in developing a supercomputer. To
spearhead this mammoth initiative, Indian
Institute of Science has been chosen.
India’s defence, atomic energy, aerospace
and space labs with expertise in design
and architecture of supercomputers will
be involved to coordinate the project.

The first EUINCOOP event was organised
during the HiPEAC Spring Computer
Systems Week in Göteborg, Sweden on
24th April 2012. The panel discussions led
to a clear understanding of the need for
collaboration with India, to complement
the research activities in next-generation
computing system technologies. The
HIPEAC coordinator suggested organising
a study/community networking delegation
from Europe to visit Indian Competence
centres, to develop a better understanding
of possible opportunities in Computing
systems research, including the exchange
of experts and students between Europe
and India.
As a follow-up after Göteborg, to identify
common research priorities between EU
and India and to draw up a preliminary
research roadmap, the project EUINCOOP

